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The safe and just space for humanity



Social pressure on the safe space

• The greatest pressure on the safe and just 

space for humanity from the social core within 

comes from two factors:

– Population Growth

– Rising incomes and expectations in both  

developed and developing countries

• The second is by far the most important



Population growth –

the demographic transition



Growth in per capita expectations and 

consumption



Increased demand for resources

• The emerging middle classes in developing countries are asking for 

no more than the citizens of developed countries already expect

• But this is leading to growing pressures on resources:

– Increased water consumption

– Increased animal protein consumption

– Increased demand for consumer goods

– Increased expenditure on ostentatious luxury goods

– Increased power consumption

– Increased demand for transport

– Rapidly growing emissions of pollutants and carbon



Protecting the safe and just space

• The developing nations will not accept being denied the 

standard of living which the wealthy already enjoy

• So the only solution is a combination of greater efficiency 

in the use of resources and a self imposed limit on 

growth in consumption by the developed countries in 

particular

• Greater efficiency can come from:

– Revolutionary technological advances

– Incremental improvements in existing technologies



Improving transport efficiency –

Revolution or incremental gain?

• “Green sustainability” is the often quoted claim for new forms 

of transport such as high speed trains and electric cars

• In reality, high speed trains are only “greener” for a narrow 

range of trips over distances of about 500km to 1000km. 

• Similarly, electric cars are much cleaner and greener at the 

“point of delivery” but they do not reduce carbon emissions if 

the electricity comes from coal fired power stations

• The major improvements in efficiency have been incremental 

improvements in existing transport modes, sometimes those 

most criticised by advocates of long term sustainability



Global freight transport

• During the 45 years between 1955 and 2000:

– Air freight real costs fell by 92%

– Bulk sea freight real costs fell by 65% 

• But during the first forty years of the sea container 

revolution, between 1960 and 2005, the costs of sea 

freight for manufactured goods only fell by 20%

• Nearly all the reduction came in the 15 years after 1990, 

when vessels sizes increased beyond 4,500 TEUs and 

large, specialised container terminals were built in the 

East and the West



How could a small cost change transform 

manufacturing location?

• It is misleading to believe that this small cost change led 

to Asian countries becoming the factories for the world

• The transformation came about because the capacity, 

speed and service quality unlocked access to highly 

productive labour forces with good basic education and 

low costs who could be trained in modern mass 

production methods

• The vessels used were bigger, faster and more polluting, 

running on RMO, what is left when everything of greater 

value has been extracted from crude oil 



The new era in containerisation

• This era of massive growth is coming to an end:

– Ships drafts cannot increase because of dredging problems 

approaching ports

– Increased oil prices, environmental restrictions on the use 

of high sulphur RMO in the deep seas and a requirement 

to use low sulphur diesel fuel (“distillates”) in coastal 

waters are increasing costs 

– High speeds are no longer economic, so shipping lines 

“slow steam” using more ships to retain frequency

– Leading owners and ship builders are developing new 

technologies appropriate to this new era



The Maersk – DSME (Daiwoo) Triple-E



The Maersk – DSME (Daiwoo) Triple-E

• 18,000 TEU (largest capacity in the world)

• 14.5m draft (less than current 15,000 TEU)

• Twin high efficiency ultra-long stroke engines

• Reduced cruising speed for greater efficiency

• Operates on alternative fuels in coastal waters

• CO₂ per container 20% below current best and 50% 

below the global average

• Under construction at the DSME yard in Korea



The future for freight vessel design

• We have used most of the gains in efficiency to 

increase speed, reliability and capacity, transforming 

the pattern of global manufacturing in the process

• We are reaching the point of diminishing returns just 

when we need faster progress on pollution reduction 

and increased carbon efficiency.  Achieving the next 

20% reduction will be much more difficult and costs 

will rise.



Passenger Aircraft Fuel / Seat Mile



Passenger Aircraft Fuel Efficiency

• Over fifty years, average aircraft fuel consumption per seat 

mile has reduced to 25% (one quarter) of that for the Comet 4 

(the top red square).  The contemporary B707 was about 15% 

more efficient (the three red squares below).

• The bottom left hand corner shows the estimated fuel 

efficiency of the last piston engine planes, such as the 

Lockheed Super Constellation. Modern jets did not catch up 

until 1985 and even now are only about twice as fuel efficient. 

• Jets used cheaper fuel (kerosene rather than gasoline), 

needed less maintenance time and provided more seat miles 

per year per plane.  

• Fuel efficiency is the true measure for carbon production  



Piston engines compared with jets



Modern aircraft fuel efficiency

• In simple terms, a long haul wide body aircraft now 

provides about sixty seat miles per US gallon, better 

than a modern compact car with only a driver, and 

about the same as an SUV or light truck with a driver 

and passenger

• The B787 is no more efficient than the A380 – it 

offers similar fuel efficiency but in a smaller plane

• We can do better, but we are already in the field of 

diminishing returns as the graphs show



A380 versus B787



The future for aircraft design

• We have taken the benefits offered by jet engines, 

aerodynamic progress and lightweight airframe technology in 

the form of speed, reliability and capacity.  But in carbon 

efficiency terms, we made no significant progress over 

propeller driven planes until the last ten years

• The world of diminishing returns and higher costs has arrived 

just when we need to make the most progress on fuel 

efficiency. Both the A380 and B787 designs have design 

stretch potential and there are some possible more 

revolutionary changes (blended bodies, etc.) 

• But will we, the public, demand that the stretch potential 

goes into environmental efficiency?



USA car fuel consumption improvement 

1970 - 2006 



“Automobiles on steroids”

• Over 35 years, there was only 15% improvement in 

average US car fuel economy, almost all of which took 

place in the period 1970 – 1980 when gas prices were 

relatively high.  The overall passenger travel fleet 

efficiency was lower still and improved by less than 7%.

• This was despite technical improvements in engines, 

drive trains, tyres and body shape which could have led 

to a 50% reduction in fuel consumption

• The reasons are set out in Christopher Knittel’s technical 

paper, “Automobiles on steroids”.



Contributions to US auto fuel consumption

• Over this period:

– Average horsepower increased by 80%

– Average curb weight increased by 12%

– The proportion of large SUVs and light trucks used as 

passenger vehicles increased from about 20% to over 50%  

• The engineers’ hard won efficiency benefits were spend on 

comfort, power and ostentation

• Political measures aimed at increasing efficiency were resisted 

by personal freedom groups and many manufacturers and 

were dropped or diluted

• What can be done?  Can we rely on good political leadership?



Californian political leadership –

Arnie’s new street cruiser



UK political leadership

• In the UK, the Government has proposed increasing maximum 

speeds on motorways (freeways) from 70mph to 80 mph (155 

to 130kph) “to benefit car drivers and businesses by reducing 

journey times”

• Only 2% of UK car journeys are over 50 miles, so journey time 

savings are almost all five minutes or less

• Fuel consumption for these trips would rise by up to 15%

• Deaths on freeways (which are mostly used for shorter trips) 

would probably rise by about 2%, even with modern safe 

design cars; this could be worse if fast cars try to overtake 

slower moving freight vehicles in poor weather 



USA political leadership

• President Obama has now announced CAFE  regulations 

intended to double the average efficiency of the passenger 

car fleet by 2025, partly for environmental reasons and partly 

in an to attempt to ensure energy independency in an 

unstable world

• Governor Romney is strongly opposing the change on the 

grounds that it will “limit the choices available to American 

families”.

• Sadly, there is no way we can provide a reasonable standard 

of living for all the world’s population while retaining the 

degree of choice the wealthiest have enjoyed in the past.



Conclusions

• The very substantial improvements in transport efficiency 

created by engineers over the last fifty years have been spent 

almost entirely on increasing speed, reliability and comfort

• Sustainability requires not only further technical development 

but also its preferential use to achieve sustainable objectives 

in terms of pollution and carbon emissions

• “Nudging” and education have had a very limited effect 

except amongst the few who are committed to a safe and just 

future for the whole of mankind

• Sadly, experience confirms that green progress requires strong 

Government leadership, more regulation and higher prices


